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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THIS TUTORIAL LETTER 

Thank you for submitting your assignments. This letter serves to provide you with feedback for 
Assignment 01 and assignment 02 to assist you with your preparations for the October and 
January examinations. Should you not have received either of your assignment marks back by 
now please contact me as we do not want you to be penalised when you write your 
examination. 

 

2.  FEEDBACK ASSIGNMENT 01 

The following aspects of assignment 01 seemed to be difficult for students in the general.  

 

 The writing of an academic essay differs from the traditional essay we have learned to write 
in secondary school. An academic essay includes a table of contents, headings, 
subheadings and a bibliography.  
 

 Students were confused with the core relational conditions that were asked at each specific 
counselling approach. The core relational conditions are the principles in counselling that the 
counsellor applies, which includes the following: 

 
 Respect for each individual and for the couple relationship 
 Empathy  
 Congruence 
 A belief in each person’s personal power to achieve a meaningful relationship 

 

 The degree of structure and format of each counselling approach also seemed confusing to 
students. The degree of structure refers to the degree you, the counsellor gives structure to 
the sessions. Degrees of structure may be low, moderate or highly structured groups or 
sessions/interviews.   

 

 The format of counselling refers to working with groups, the couple, and/or individuals or 
using a combination of all three.  
 

 The description of a hypothetical case study refers to a practical example of the type of 
counselling used by illustrating a fictional relationship between partners that you made up in 
order to show your understanding.  

 

 There are specific rules when it comes to referencing. When doing a biography the format 
differs for books, articles and the use of internet references. Please make sure that you 
know how to in-text reference and how to do a bibliography.  You can use Tutorial Letter 
SCKALLK 302 for guidance on how to reference correctly.  

 

 The last comment is about the referencing resources that were used. You are studying in 
an academic institution and therefore any resources used for referencing must be scientific 
and academically correct. Using internet references not of academic standard are not 
allowed. Journals, books and articles need to be scientifically correct and not just opinions 
and discussions of people on the internet.         
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Some pointers for future assignments: 

1. When using theory/literature to explain concepts you must do so following academic 
rules. Any idea taken from a written or verbal source must be acknowledged in your 
answer in-text and then referenced properly in the bibliography. 

2. Use theory/literature to explain the concept, try to describe it in your own words and use 
examples to illustrate your understanding.  

3. Follow the instructions and guidelines and if you do not understand, then ask. 

4. Develop opinions about the relevance or irrelevance of theory/literature. This shows 
critical thinking skills 

 

Technical requirements: 

 Each definition should have been referenced in the text: author (year of publication: page 
number.) and the quotation should have been placed in inverted comas. If the wording was 
adapted, changed or paraphrased then you reference in the same manner but the wording 
does not need to be in inverted commas. Unfortunately, most students copied large sections 
from the guide without quoting this source or changing the words.  

 The table of contents should have reflected the headings and sub headings in words and not 
just refer to numbers of sections. The headings and subheadings should have been 
numbered sequentially in the text as well. The page numbers should appear on the right 
hand side of the page and the headings and subheadings on the left.  

 The bibliography should have appeared as a heading in the table of contents and a full 
alphabetically arranged list of references should have been developed on a separate page 
(the last page) and listed as follows: 

Author, Initials. Year of publication. Title of publication. Publisher: place of publication. For 
example: 

 Petty, A. 2006. Marriage guidance: facilitative couples counselling. Only study 
guide for MGG201W. Unisa press: Pretoria.  

 If the assignment was typed, the student should have used a 12pt font and 1 ½ spacing. The 
student should not type in capital letters. 

 Pages should have been in correct sequence and properly numbered. 

 

3. FEEDBACK ASSIGNMENT 02 

Assignment 02 was multiple choice questions. Please take note that question 14 and 15 were 
not marked, to be fair towards students, because both were phrased incorrectly. The Question 
should have read “Zafar and Ali” not “Zafar and Isra”. Please see the correct questions and their 
answers noted in bold below:  
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14. Zafar and Ali are in the developmental stage of the family that Carter and McGoldrick 
refer to as “families with adolescents”. Based on the information provided in the case 
study, identify from the list of second-order changes that are provided, the one which 
typically describes the adjustments that Isra and Zafar have struggled to accomplish in 
their relationship. 

 
1. Shifting of parent/child relationships – to permit Isra to move into and out of the 

system. 
2. Refocusing on their midlife marital and career issues. 
3. Shifting their focus towards caring for their parents. 
4. Accepting one another’s differences. 
 

15. The key principle of the emotional transition of “families with adolescents” requires Zafar 
and Ali to pay more attention to ... 

 
1. committing to their family system. 
2. juggling family, friends, work, leisure-time activities and finances to accommodate the 

family members. 
3. increasing the flexibility of their boundaries to accommodate Isra’s 

independence. 
4. accommodating new people into the family and allowing others to leave. 

 

4 PREPARING FOR WRITING THE EXAMINATION 

In preparation for the exam, you must be familiar with all the study themes and self-study 
questions in study guide MGG2601. Work through both of your assignments as well. 

This exam paper is a multiple choice exam paper and consists of three sections. 

 Section A: 20 Multiple-choice questions, based on the case study included. 

 Section B: 10 True/False questions. 

 Section C: 30 Multiple-choice questions. 

These 60 multiple choice questions need to be answered on a mark-reading sheet provided in 
the examination. All the questions are compulsory. 

 

Extra self- study questions are included in this tutorial letter to prepare you for this examination. 
These questions allow you to test your comprehension of the study material. 

 

5 ADDITIONAL SELF STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. Make a table of the five theoretical orientations covered in your guide and 
compare their major theoretical constructs, assessment methods, goals and 
treatment concepts. 

2. Compare and contrast Westernised couple counselling practices with Afro centric 
interventions. 

3. Choose any two psychological tasks and discuss their relationship to each other.  
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4. Construct a genogram of your family spanning at least three generations. 

5. Discuss the psychological tasks of couples as identified by Wallerstein. 

6. Develop a table of the six phases of the counselling process, reflecting the 
different tasks that the helper should perform in each phase. 

7. How should the core conditions of helping as proposed by Carl Rogers be 
modified when working with couples conjointly? Discuss your ideas by reflecting 
on the differences of interviewing individuals and interviewing couples.  

8.      List the important areas that the Marital Happiness Rating Scale measures. 

9. Identify the four horsemen of the apocalypse (Gottman, 1998:68-102) and offer 
three examples of each horseman. 

10. Much has been written about the use of questions in couples counselling.  Identify 
the main questions outlined in your course and develop three examples of each 
type of question. 

11. Develop a table of the 6 developmental stages of the family life cycle model listing 
the key principles and second order changes of each stage. 

12. Explain the differences between vertical, horizontal and system level stressors and 
give three examples of each. 

13. Explain the term ‘love’ and elaborate on Hauck’s cognitive appraisal of love. 
Include in your explanation the tripod of love proposed by Ruth Keech. 

14. Identify characteristics of healthy couples. 

15. Discuss the continuum of counselling care offered to couples. Pay special 
attention to the purpose, the role of the helper, the degree of structure the helper 
provides, the format, in the different types of counselling offered on the continuum 
namely premarital, marriage enrichment, couple counselling, divorce counselling, 
divorce mediation. 

16. What is the difference between core conditions of helping and professional 
values? Discuss each of the core conditions and professional values in your 
explanation.  

17. Discuss assessment as a stage in the counselling process and refer to the 
different assessment tools that a helper uses, both structured and unstructured.   

18. Explain the goal setting stage in the counselling process paying special attention 
to externalising the problem; deciding which problems should be addressed first; 
setting behavioural and affective goals; selecting and designing interventions. 

19. Discuss the key concepts and theoretical assumptions on which the integrated 
approach is based. 

20. Discuss the similarities and differences of the strategic and structural system 
theories in terms of working with couples or families.  Make sure you highlight the 
most important theoretical concepts and techniques of each of them in your 
answer. 
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6 GENERAL 

We hope that you have benefited from the material presented in this course. If you have not 
already done so please may we request that you forward your feedback about this course as 
per the instructions in Tutorial Letter 101. 

 

We wish you success with your preparations for the examinations and your further studies. 

 

Dr. Elca Erlank and Ms. Louie Claasen 

Course leaders 

 

 

    

 

 
 

 


